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Index of Officers-D


D'Agar, Jacob Gentleman Sewer in Ordinary [?w/o fee] 17 Jan. 1683 (LC 3/28, f. 7v). No further occ.


D'Avaux, Peter Picture Drawer in Miniature in Ordinary [?w/o fee] 24 Jan. 1677 (LC 3/28, f. 60v). No further occ.

d'Auverquerque  see Nassau d'Auverquerque


D'Hompesch, Rheinhard Vincent Baron Master of the Buckhounds 6 July 1698 (CSPD 1698, p. 339). Vac. 8 Mar. 1702 on d. of William III.

D'Olyslager, Peter Gentleman Pensioner in Extraordinary 10 Apr. 1665 (Badminton MSS Fm H 2/4/1, f. 64v). No further occ.

D'Oyley, George Preaching Chaplain at Whitehall occ. 21 Apr. 1811-1814 (Wh Pbk 1). Vac. 1815 (Ibid.).


Dacres, Thomas (later ktd.) Gentleman Pensioner 28 June 1660 (Badminton MSS Fm H 2/4/1, f. 21; initial app. 24 July 1638: ibid., f. 18). Vac. by 20 June 1668 (Ibid., f. 23v).


Dagley (?Lagley), Thomas Helper in the Stables 1 Apr. 1740 (LS 13/201, f. 74). Coachman 1 May 1742 (LS 13/201, f. 82v). Dismissed by Jan. 1747 (LS 13/201, f. 102).

Dagua, Peter (Pierre) Daily Waiter in Hall 22 Jan. 1694 (LS 13/256). Vac. by 8 Mar. 1702 on d. of William III.


Dallit, John Sewer of the Chamber ‘in Ordinary without fee’ 20 Dec. 1670 (LC 3/26, f. 123). No further occ.

Dallowe, John Groom of the Chamber in Ordinary without fee 1 Dec. 1668 (LC 3/26, f. 138v). No further occ.


Dance, David William (Charles) Gentleman Pensioner May 1836 (Curling, p. 277).  Res. 1842 (Ibid.).


Daniel (Daniell), Edward Daniel Keeper of the Stables at Kensington 16 July 1761 (LS 13/203, f. 25).  D. by 28 Apr. 1778 (Ibid., f. 103).--Assistant to the Yeoman and Groom of the Wine Cellar 1 Apr. 1764 (LS 13/266, f. 41).  Rem. by 14 July 1774 (Ibid., f. 89).


Daniell, Abel Falconer 26 June 1661 (LC 3/25, f. 66v).  Ev. vac. 6 Feb. 1685 on d. of Charles II.

Daniell, Robert Messenger to the Chancellor of the Exchequer 21 May 1694 (LC 3/31, p. 75).  No further occ.

Daniell, Thomas Falconer occ. 6 Sept. 1685 (LC 9/342).  Ev. vac. 11 Dec. 1688 on abd. of James II.

Dann, James Yeoman of the Guard pd. from 5 May 1806 to 5 Jan. 1812 (AO 3/106/45-63).  No further occ.


Danvers, Beata Woman of Bedchamber 3 June 1702 (LC 5/166, p. 73).  Vac. 1 Aug. 1714 on d. of Anne.
Danvers (from 1709 Hartstongue), Isabella Woman of the Bedchamber 1 Aug. 1709 (LC 5/166, p. 236). Vac. 1 Aug. 1714 on d. of Anne.


Darcy, Arthur Gentleman Pensioner in Extraordinary 1 Nov. 1673 (Badminton MSS Fm H 2/4/1, f. 65v). No further occ.


Darcy, George Gentleman pensioner in Extraordinary 27 May 1669 (Badminton MSS Fm H 2/4/1, f. 65). No further occ.

Darcy (Davey), Henry Under Housekeeper at York 12 May 1664 (LC 3/24, f. 12v). D. by 2 May 1668 on app. of Walter Strickland (LC 7/1, f. 51; LC 3/25, f. 42).


Dardemme, Martin Jeweler in Extraordinary for the King's Cabinet 21 Jan. 1664 (LC 3/26, f. 148). No further occ.


Darlot, Peter Page of the Bedchamber first occ. 1790 (RK 1790, p. 89). D. by 8 Jan. 1804 (LC 3/68 p. 82; GM 1804 LXXIV [1], 92).


Darlow, Thomas Sergeant Farrier 16 Dec. 1715 (LS 13/200, f. 30). Vac. 11 June 1727 on d. of George I.
---Marshal Farrier 3 June 1725 (LS 13/200, f. 70; LS 13/201, f. 22v). D. by 6 May 1736 (Ibid., f. 61).


Darnell, William Nicholas Preaching Chaplain at Whitehall occ. 22 Mar. 1806-1811 (Wh Pbk 1; last occ. RK [1811], p. 133). Vac. by 1812 (Ibid. [1812], p. 136).

Darrant, Symon [Deputy] Musician ‘to play in the sicknesse or absence of ye private Musick’ 19 Apr. 1672 (LC 3/27, f. 56). No further occ.

Darrell, Nathaniel Gentleman Usher Quarter Waiter 11 June 1660 (LC 3/24, f. 8). Res. by 29 Jan. 1661 (Ibid.).

Dartmouth, George (Legge) 1st Lord Master of the Horse 13 Apr. 1685 (CSPD 1685, p. 128 [537]). Vac. 11 Dec. 1688 on abd. of James II.


Dartiguenave, Jean Jaques Sewer in Ordinary ‘w/o fee’ 27 Feb. 1672 (LC 3/27, f. 22). No further occ.


Davenant (D'avenant), George Corporal of the Yeomen of the Guard first occ. 1692 (Chamberlayne [1692] I, 139).


Davenport, Isaac  *Yeoman of the Guard* pd. from 5 Jan. 1784 to 5 Jan. 1785 (AO 3/106/1-4). Vac. by 5 July 1789 (Ibid., no. 5).


David, Matthew  *Undermarshal* 1 June 1809 (LS 13/204, f. 82). Surr. by 30 July 1811 (Ibid., f. 84v).

Davidson, David William  *Gentleman Pensioner* July 1836 (Curling, p. 277). Res. 1838 (Ibid.).


Davies (Daives, Dieves), Daniel  *Keeper of the Standing Wardrobe at the Tower of London* 27 Dec. 1664 (LC 3/24, f. 12v). No further occ.

Davies, David  *Apothecary to the Person* 24 July 1830 (LC 3/70, p. 1). No further occ.

Davies, David  *Surgeon in Extraordinary to the Household* 12 Sept. 1832 (LC 3/70, p. 81).  *Surgeon to the Person* occ. 1837 (*RK* [1837], p. 121).

Davies, Edward  *Chamber-Keeper to the Board of Greencloth* 1 July 1727 (LS 13/201, f. 115v). D. by 1 Jan. 1744 (Ibid., f. 125).


Davies, Francis  *Chaplain in Extraordinary* 14 Feb. 1662 (LC 3/26, f. 127v). No further occ.


Davies, J.  *Errand Man* pd. from 5 Apr. 1830 to 24 Oct. 1843 (LS 2/56, f. 5-72, f. 3). Vac. 25 Oct. 1843 when office abolished (LS 2/72, f. 3).


Davies, John  *Eldest Yeoman Huntsman of the Buckhounds* 1660 (LC 3/25, f. 68; Add. MSS. 36,781, f. 18). Vac. by 30 June 1672 (LC 3/27, f. 37v).


Davies (Davis, Davye), Richard  *Daily Waiter in Hall* 2 Apr. 1680 (LS 13/254, f. 36; LS 13/10, f. 12v).  *Supernumerary Daily Waiter in Hall* Est. of 1 July 1685 (LS 13/38, f. 14; however LS 13/10, f. 12v has him in ordinary Apr. 1685); LS 13/39, p. 29). Vac by Est. of 1 Oct. 1699 (LS 13/40, p. 27).


Davies, Charles  *Huntsman* 18 June 1824 (MOH 2/256; SB 1, p. 99; sl 1835-36: ibid.). No further occ.


Davis (Davies), George *Groom of the Stables* pd. from 5 Jan. 1828 (MOH SB 1, p. 2; LB F, p. 551). D. 4 June 1833 (LS 2/51, p. 32).

Davis, Henry *Preaching Chaplain at Whitehall* occ. 23 Sept. 1798-1800 (Wh PbK 1). Vac. 1801 (Ibid.).


Davis (Davies), John *Footman* 1 Apr. 1689 (LS 13/198, f. 27v). Vac. 8 Mar. 1702 on d. of William III.


Davis (Davies), Nathaniel *Groom of the Stables* [*?9 Feb.*] 1812 (LS 13/204, f. 85v). Superannuated 30 May 1830 (MOH WB F, p. 544).


Davis (Davies), William  *Gentleman of the Chapel Royal in Extraordinary* 23 May 1685 (Rimbault, p. 18). Ev. vac. 11 Dec. 1688 on abd. of James II.


Davison, James  *Clerk to the First Clerk of Kitchen* 15 Dec. 1760 (LS 13/266, f. 2). Vac. by 1 July 1761 (Ibid., f. 27).

Davison, John  *Preaching Chaplain at Whitehall* occ. 5 Nov. 1815-1817 (Wh Pbk 1). Vac. 1818 (Ibid.).


Davy, John  *Preaching Chaplain at Whitehall* occ. 15 July 1753-1763 (Wh Pbk 1). Vac. 1764 (Ibid.).

Davyes, Nicholas  *Gentleman Pensioner in Extraordinary* 17 Aug. 1660 (Badminton MSS Fm H 2/4/1, f. 61v). D. temp. Charles II (Ibid.).


Davyes, Thomas  *Yeoman of the Toyles* 6 Nov. 1663 (LC 7/1, f. 68v). Vac. by 10 Jan. 1667 (Ibid.).

Davys, James  *Supernumerary Assistant Groom of the Privy Chamber (in ordinary supernumerary as in the late king's time, in ye Establishmt. To have the same Wages & Salaryes & Livryes as the other Six grooms*) 23 Dec. 1661 (LC 3/24, f. 8; LC 3/25, f. 14; LS 13/35, f. 18; sl 19 July 1669; to succ. after Rosse and Ingram; sl LC 3/26, f. 16).  *Assistant Groom of the Privy Chamber* 27 Jan. 1669 (LC 3/24, f. 7). No further occ.


Dawson, John  Messenger 31 Dec. 1666 (LC 7/1, f. 64). Surr. by 1 July 1676 (LC 3/28, f. 67v).

D. by 15 Oct. 1691 (LS 13/198, f. 65).


Dawson, William  Sewer in Ordinary *(w/o fee) 20 Nov. 1668 (LC 3/26, f. 114v). No further occ.
Day, Francis  *Coffer Bearer* 4 Oct. 1661 (LC 3/24, f. 23). Vac. 6 Feb. 1685 on d. of Charles II.


Day, Samuel  *Gentleman Pensioner* occ. 1773-1775 (RK [1773], p. 85; last occ. ibid. [1775], p. 81). Vac. by 1776 (Ibid. [1776], p. 83).

Day, Thomas  *Sewer of the Chamber in Ordinary* without fee’ 19 Aug. 1669 (LC 3/26, f. 122v, vacated). No further occ.


Daykin, Paul  *Porter at Carlton House Gate* 6 Apr. 1812 (MOH EB 4, p. 8). D. by 27 Feb. 1815 (LS 13/204, f. 92v).

Dayrell, Marmaduke  *Gentleman Pensioner in Extraordinary* 4 Jan. 1661 (Badminton MSS. Fm H 2/4/1, f. 62v). No further occ.


De Bruyn, Lucy  *Necessary Woman* (to the King’s Private Apartments) 15 Mar. 1812 (LC 3/68, p. 139v). No further occ.

De Champe, Thomas  *Falconer* 12 Sept. 1660 (LC 3/25, f. 66). Ev. vac. 6 Feb. 1685 on d. of Charles II.


De Grave, Jacob  *Groom Coachman* 25 May 1690 (LS 13/198, f. 34). Vac. 8 Mar. 1702 on d. of William III.

De Groute, John  *Footman temp.* William III (CTB XVII, 1011). Vac. 8 Mar. 1702 on d. of William III.

De Guage, Peter  *Page of the Bedchamber* [?in ordinary w/o fee] 7 June 1671 (LC 3/27, f. 36v). No further occ.


De Locke (De Lock), Nicholas [Supernumerary]  *Yeoman Harbinger* 1 Aug. 1678 (LS 13/254, f. 25).  *Yeoman Harbinger* 1 Jan. 1680 (LS 13/9, f. 15). Ev. Vac. 6 Feb. 1685 on d. of Charles II.

De Luce, George  *Coachman* 19 Jan. 1781 (MOH WB 1, p. 130; LS 13/203, f. 113). Vac. ('put upon a Pension') 7 Mar. 1792 (MOH WB 1, p. 141).


De Milden (De Milde), Frederick  *Footman* 3 June 1700 (LS 13/198, f. 68v). Vac. 8 Mar. 1702 on d. of William III.

De Missy, Cesar  *Preaching Minister of the French Chapel* 10 Apr. 1762 (LS 13/203, f. 30v). D. by 15 Aug. 1775 (Ibid., f. 90v).
De Moor, Jean Henry *Silversmith* 18 Nov. 1678 (LC 3/28, f. 31). Ev. vac. 6 Feb. 1685 on d. of Charles II.


de Brienne, Simon  *Barber* 23 May 1689 (LC 3/3, f. 2). Vac. 8 Mar. 1702 on d. of Anne.


-- *Surveyor of the Stables (Kensington)* 15 Mar. 1690 (LS 13/198, f. 36). Vac. 8 Mar. 1702 on d. of William III.


De Cardonnell, Adam *Sewer in Ordinary* (w/o fee) 6 Nov. 1668 (LC 3/26, f. 114v). No further occ.


de Keine (Kein), Randolph *Page of the Bedchamber* 16 Mar. 1689 (LC 3/31, p. 13). Vac. 8 Mar. 1702 on d. of William III.

de L'Isle and Dudley, Philip Charles (Sidney) 1st Lord *see* Sidney, Sir Philip Charles

de la Badie, James *Page of the Bedchamber* 14 May 1685 (CSPD 1685, p. 152 [166]; *see* James Labadie, *Yeoman of the Cellar*). Vac. 11 Dec. 1688 on abd. of James II.


de la Roche, James *Chief Carrier of Post for His Majties Foreign Despatches* 19 Apr. 1661 (LC 3/25, f. 75). No further occ.


de Laughe, John Maximilian *Chaplain in Ordinary* 24 Nov. 1669 (LC 3/26, f. 31v). No further occ.

de Milde, Adrian *Riding Purveyor* occ. 1694 (Chamberlyne [1694] II, 246). No further occ. *Mewskeeper* occ. 1699-8 Mar. 1702 (Miege [1699], p. 92; *CTB* XVII, 1010). Vac. 8 Mar. 1702 on d. of William III.


de Ros *see* Fitzgerald de Ros


de Verbeck, Thomas *Sewer ‘in Ordinary’* (w/o fee) 5 July 1670 (LC 3/26, F. 115v; cert. renewed 24 May 1672: LC 3/27, f. 20). No occ.

de Wenzell, Baron *Oculist* occ. 1771-1797 (*RK* [1771], p. 75; last occ. ibid. [1797], p. 90). Vac. by 1798 (Ibid. [1798], p. 90).


Deakins, William *Pewter Scourer* d. by 2 June 1725 (LS 13/200, f. 77v).


Dean, John *Chairman* 11 Apr. 1750 (LS 13/202, f. 3v; LS 13/203, f. 9v). Rem. (‘put upon pension’) by 7 Apr. 1763 (LS 13/203, f. 34; MOH WB 1, p. 110).


Deane, ?Bruce *Gentleman Pensioner in Extraordinary* 21 Oct. 1673 (Badminton MSS Fm H 2/4/1, f. 65v). No further occ.


Deane, Henry *Watermen in Ordinary* w/o fee 22 May 1667 (LC 3/26, f. 153v). No further occ.


Deane (Dean), Richard *Trumpeter* 22 Sept. 1661 (RECM I, 22 citing LC 5/137, p. 267). Ev. vac. 6 Feb. 1685 on d. of Charles II.
Deane (Adeane), Simon  *Groom of the Removing Wardrobe* 10 June 1660 (LC 3/24, f. 13). Surr. by 4 Jan. 1674 (Ibid.).


Deane, William  *Sewer of the Chamber in Ordinary without fee* 19 Oct. 1667 (LC 3/26, f. 122). No further occ.


Decks (Deeks), William  *Groom of the Stables* 16 May 1812 (LS 13/204, f. 85; LB F, p. 550). *Groom to the Hunters* 8 Nov. 1832 (SB 1, p. 141).  *Head Groom* 1 July 1835 (MOH SB 1, p. 211).


Deehaine, Edward  *Messenger* 19 May 1675 (LC 7/1, f. 63v). Vac. by 6 Feb. 1685 on d. of Charles II.


Deguage, Peter  *Page of the Bedchamber in Ordinary* [?/Extraordinary] 7 July 1671 (LC 3/27, f. 8v). No further occ.

Deives, Daniell  *Sewer of the Chamber in Extraordinary* 12 Aug. 1663 (LC 3/26, f. 120).  No further occ.


Delafaye, Charles  *Gentleman Sewer* 23 June 1714 (LC 5/166, p. 311; LC 3/63, p. 51).  Vac. 11 June 1727 on d. of George I.


Delator, John  *Gentleman Armourer* 31 Mar. 1685 (Dartmouth MSS ox D [w] 1778/v/132).  Vac. 11 Dec. 1688 on abd. of James II.

Delaune, James  *Assistant to the Clerks of the Green Cloth* occ. 1743-1755 (Chamberlayne [1743] II, 208; ibid. [1755] II, 123).  No further occ.

Delavall, William  *Gentleman Pensioner in Extraordinary* 27 June 1675 (Badminton MSS Fm H 2/4/1, f. 65v).  No further occ.


Delawarr, John (West) 6th Lord  *Treasurer of the Chamber* 14 Sept. 1713 (LC 5/166, p. 299).  Vac. 1 Aug. 1714 on d. of Anne.

Delawarr, John (West) 7th Lord  see West, Hon. John


– *First Attendant at the Observatory in Richmond Gardens* 5 July 1823 (LC 3/69, p. 60). No further occ.

**Demainbray**, Stephen  *Preaching Chaplain at Whitehall* occ. 6 July 1794-1798 (Wh Pbk 1). Vac. 1799 (Ibid.).


Dennis, [George], sen. Waterman occ. [1660]-1663 (LC 3/2, f. 31; Add. MSS. 36781, f. 18v; last occ. Est. of 1663: BIHR XIX [1942-43], p. 23; nl LC 3/24-28). Vac. temp. Charles II.

Dennis, George, jun. Waterman 17 Nov. 1666 (LC 3/25, f. 73; LC 3/24, f. 24). Prob. vac. 6 Feb. 1685 on d. of Charles II.

Dennison, Ambrose Messenger in Extraordinary 18 July 1662 (LC 3/26, f. 130v). No further occ.


Derbyshire, John Sewer of the Chamber in Extraordinary 9 Nov. 1664 (LC 3/26, f. 120v). No further occ.

Dereing, Edward Sewer of the Chamber 'in Ordinary without fee' 12 Apr. 1669 (LC 3/26, f. 122v). No further occ.

Derham, Thomas Post and Letter Carrier to the Household 13 Jan. 1672 (LC 3/64, f. 84v). Vac. 6 Feb. 1685 on d. of Charles II.


DeSheire, Edward  *Sewer of the Chamber* [?in ord w/o fee] 1 Oct. 1672 (LC 3/27, f. 13).  No further occ.

Desmannerd, Etienne  *Yeoman of the Guns and Bows* in reversion (‘to enjoy the ryding wages only till the deasase of Tho. Fordham and then to enjoy ye said place’) 2 May 1689 (LC 3/32, p. 73).  No further occ.

Despencer, Francis (Dashwood) 14th Lord  see Dashwood, Sir Francis


Dethick, Mathew  *Sewer in Ordinary* (w/o fee) 21 Aug. 1671 (LC 3/27, f. 22, vacated: ‘G ph’).  No further occ.


Deverre, Pierre  *Gentleman Armourer* 1 Jan. 1700 (LS 13/198, f. 67).  Vac. 8 Mar. 1702 on d. of William III.

Devonshire, Rachel (Cavendish) Duchess of  see Hartington, Marchioness of

Devonshire, William (Cavendish) 1st Duke of  see Devonshire, 4th Earl of

Devonshire, William (Cavendish) 2nd Duke of  see Hartington, Marquess of

Devonshire, William (Cavendish) 3rd Duke of  see Hartington, Marquess of

Devonshire, William (Cavendish) 4rd Duke of  see Hartington, Marquess of


Dewell (Dowell, Duwell), Nicholas  *Trumpeter* 21 Sept. 1689 (RECM II, 29 citing LC 5/149, p. 243).  Ev. vac. 8 Mar. 1702 on d. of William III.

Dewhurst (du Hurst), Ann  Necessary Woman 10 Mar. 1696 (LC 3/3, f. 2). Vac. 8 Mar. 1702 on d. of Anne.

Dewy, John  Yeoman and Groom of Wafery occ. 1660 (MS Carte 59, f. 113). Vac. by 6 June 1661 (LS 13/7, f. 5v, app. of John Moorer as Groom).


Dezigny, Thomas  Corporal of the Yeomen of the Guard 20 Feb. 1836 (HO 38/33, p. 353).


Dickens, James  Messenger 8 Nov. 1777 (LC 3/67, p. 104; last occ. RK [1795], p. 90). Place abolished by 1797 (RK [1797], pp. 89-90).


Dickenson (Dickson) John  Table-Decker to the Gentlemen of the Bedchamber 1 July 1727 (LS 13/263, f. 29v). D. by 1 Apr. 1743 (Ibid., f. 94).

Dickenson, Robert  *Preaching Chaplain at Whitehall* occ. 4 Aug. 1805-1818 (Wh Pbk 1). Vac. 1819 (Ibid.).


Dickes (Dickens), Thomas  *Preaching Chaplain at Whitehall* occ. 18 Oct. 1812-1829 (Wh Pbk 1). Vac 1829 on closing of Whitehall Chapel (Lovegrove MS, p. 304).


Dickson, John  *Footman* 27 Feb. 1815 (LS 13/204, f. 93v). [Apptmt. to beg. 6 July 1814; could he be same as above, with a late warrant?] No further occ.


Digby, Symon  *Chaplain in Ordinary* 6 July 1676 (LC 3/28, f. 23). No further occ.


Diggons, Thomas  *Apothecary in Extraordinary* 3 Nov. 1668 (LC 3/26, f. 146). No further occ.
Digwood, John  

Dike, William  

Dilke, Fisher  

Dillingham, John  
*Sewer of the Chamber in Extraordinary* 23 May 1663 (LC 3/26, f. 120). No further occ.

Dillon, Rupert  

Dineley, Thomas  

Dingly (Dingley), John  
*Gentleman Pensioner* 28 June 1660 (Badminton MSS Fm H 2/4/1, f. 21v; initial app. 16 Jan. 1640[?41]: Ibid., f. 18v). Vac. by Jan. 1677 (Badminton MSS Fm H 2/4/1, f. 26).

Dinsdale, Jeffery (Richard)  

Dinsdale (Dimsdale), Sarah  

Diottiguardi, Albert  
[Second] *Joint Table-Decker to the Lords of the Bedchamber* 24 Dec. 1760 (LS 13/266, f. 18). Vac. by Est. of 1 July 1761 (LS 13/55; LS 13/265, f. 21).

Dipper, Thomas  

Dipper, Thomas  
*Child of the Chapel Royal* voice changed by 29 Apr. 1740 (LC 5/21, p. 146).

Disbrowe, Edward  

Disbrowe, William  

Diseran, Lewis  

Dissell, John  


Dive, Anthony  Sewer of the Chamber 'in Ordinary without fee' 26 Jan. 1669 (LC 3/26, f. 122v, vacated).  No further occ.

Dives, Peter  Footman to the Master of the Horse 10 Jan. 1761(LS 13/203, f. 19v).  No further occ.

Dixey, John  Coachman  Est. of 31 Mar. 1685 (Dartmouth MSS ox D [w] 1778/v/132).  Vac. 11 Dec. 1688 on abd. of James II.

Dixie, John  Gentleman Pensioner in Extraordinary 26 June 1662 (Badminton MSS Fm H 2/4/1, f. 63v).  No further occ.


Dixon, Nicholas  Sewer 'in Ordinary '(w/o fee) cert. renewed 10 Sept. 1672 (LC 3/27, f. 22).  No further occ.

Dixon, Nicholas  Picture Maker or Gentleman Lymner in Ordinary 9 Aug. 1673 (LC 3/24, f. 26; LC 3/27, f. 33v).  ?Vac. 6 Feb. 1685 on d. of Charles II.


Dixson, Richard  Preaching Chaplain at Whitehall occ. 3 Aug. 1823-1826 (Wh Pbk 1).  Vac. 1827 (Ibid.).

Dobie, John  Sewer of the Chamber [?in ord w/o fee] 26 Aug. 1673 (LC 3/27, f. 13).  No further occ.

Dobson, John  Fifth Yeoman Harbinger 1 July 1761 (LS 13/266, f. 33v).  Res. by 9 Nov. 1764 (Ibid., f. 42v).


Docker, Henry  Footman 6 July 1702 (LS 13/199, f. 11).  Vac. 1 Aug. 1714 on d. of Anne.

Dod, Thomas  Sewer of the Chamber in Extraordinary 3 June 1663 (LC 3/26, f. 120).  No further occ.


Dodd, Ann  Necessary Woman to the Household 4 May 1674 (LS 13/9, f. 18).  Rem. (banished the court) 15 Mar. 1677 (Ibid.).


Dodd, William  Watermen in Ordinary w/o fee 8 Feb. 1665 (LC 3/26, f. 153v).  No further occ.


Dodson, Martha  Servant of the Scullery 1 Feb. 1715 (LS 13/261, f. 6v).  Vac. 11 June 1727 on d. of George I.

**Dodsworth**, Francis *Sergeant of the Buckhounds* 19 Sept. 1660 (LC 3/25, f. 68). D. by 18 Nov. 1662 (Ibid., f. 68).


**Doig**, James *Second Groom of the Poultry* 6 Nov. 1721 (LS 13/261, f. 35). *First Groom of the Poultry* 7 May 1726 (Ibid., f. 46v). Vac. 11 June 1727 on d. of George I.


**Dolby**, George *Mewskeeper at Kensington* 6 Apr. 1831 (MOH 2/256 [SB 1, p. 195 gives 8 Mar. 1835]; sl 1835-36: ibid.). Superannuated (as Helper) 1 Apr. 1845 (MOH SB 3, p. 77).


**Dolly** (Dolley), George *Helper in the Stables* 6 Apr. 1831 (MOH WB 5, sub. D). Vac. by 1835-36 (MOH 2/256).
Dolman, John  *Physician in Ordinary* Supernumerary 3 May 1663 (LC 3/25, f. 51; sl LC 3/26, f. 141). No further occ.

Dolop (Dolep), George  *Gentleman Armourer* 19 Aug. 1715 (LS 13/200, f. 5). D. by 13 Apr. 1717 (LS 13/199, f. 71; LS 13/200, f. 36).

Dolphin, Vernon  *Gentleman Pensioner* occ. 1822 (RK [1822], p. 125). Vac. by 1823 (Ibid. [1823], p. 126).


Doncaster, John  *Preaching Chaplain at Whitehall* occ. 2 Sept. 1804-1811 (Wh Pbk 1; last occ. Rk [1811], p. 133). Vac. by 1812 (Ibid. [1812], p. 136).


Donne, James  *Clerk of the Avery* occ. 1685-1687 (MOH EB 11; Chamberlayne [1687] I, 167). No further occ.

Donne, James  *Yeoman or Groom of the Carriages* occ. Est. of 28 Mar. 1682-Est. of early 1685 (Dartmouth MSS ox D [w] 1778/v/132). Vac. 6 Feb. 1685 on d. of Charles II.


Dore, Moses  *Yeoman of the Guard* occ. 5 Apr. 1755 (Chamberlayne [1755] II iii, 131; last occ. LC 3/58, f. 82v). No further occ. (Vac. by 5 Jan. 1784: AO 3/106/1).

Doren see van Doren

Dorington (Dorrington), Samuel  *Helper in the Stables* 1 July 1759 (LS 13/202, f. 30; MOH WB 1, p. 11). D. by 17 Dec. 1795 (Ibid., p. 147).

Dormer, Charles  *Extra Groom of the Bedchamber* 1 June 1699 (LC 5/166, p. 20). Vac. 8 Mar. 1702 on d. of William III.

Dormer, Fleetwood  *Gentleman Pensioner* 3 July 1661 (Badminton MSS Fm H 2/4/1, f. 22v). Vac. by 16 Mar. 1675 (Badminton MSS Fm H 2/4/1, f. 25). *Gentleman Pensioner in Extraordinary* 15 July [1675-76] (Ibid., f. 65v). No further occ.

Dormer, Gabriel  *Messenger* [6 Apr.]1689 (LC 3/32, p. 75). Surr. by 8 Nov. 1689 (Ibid.).

Dormer, James  *Yeoman of the Wagons* occ. Est. of early 1685-6 Feb. 1685 (Dartmouth MSS ox D (w) 1778/v/132). Vac. 6 Feb. 1685 on d. of Charles II.

Dormer, James  *Groom of the Bedchamber* 16 Oct. 1714 (LC 3/63, p. 11). Vac. 11 June 1727 on d. of George I.

Dormer, John  *Preacher to the Roman Catholic Chapel Royal* occ. Est. of 20 Mar. 1688 (LS 13/255, f. 31). Vac. 11 Dec. 1688 on abd. of James II.


Dorne, see Thorne

Dornbush, Joseph  *Child of the Chapel* voice changed by 10 Oct. 1767 (AO 1/421/204).


Dorrett, Alexander Gordon  *Gentleman Pensioner* occ. 1770-1774 (RK [1770], p. 84; last occ. ibid. [1774], p. 85). Vac. by 1775 (Ibid. [1775], p. 81).

Dorset, Charles (Sackville) 6th Earl of *see Buckhurst*, Lord


Dorset, Lionel Cranfield (Sackville) 7th Earl of (cr. Duke of Dorset 17 June 1720)
Lord Steward 1 June 1725 (LS 13/12, p. 5). Vac. 19 June 1730 (LG no. 6982).
Master of the Horse 28 Mar. 1755 (SP 44/371, pp. 299-300). Vac. by 1 July 1757 (SP 44/373, pp. 386-7).

Vac. By 1788 (Ibid. [1788], p. 89).

Vac. by 1694 (Ibid. [1694] II, 216).


Doughty, Thomas Furner to the Pastry 1 Dec. 1778 (LS 13/203, f. 123v). Pd. to 10 July
1815 when office abolished (LS 2/41).

Douglas, Andrew Deputy Treasurer of the Chamber occ. 1764-1770 (CCR [1764], p. 98 [ as
Andrew Elliot (sic)]; Ibid. [1765], p. 99; last occ. RK [1770], p. 88). Pd. to 5 Apr. 1771 (AO
1/423/208). Vac. by 1771 (RK [1771], p. 88).

Douglas, Archibald Deputy Closet Keeper occ. 1691 (Miege [1691], p. 172). No further occ.

63). Vac. 20 June 1837 on d. of William IV.

Prob. res. 1787 on app. as Bishop of Carlisle (nom. 26 Sept., cons. 18 Nov. 1787: HBC, p.
237).

Douglas, Philip Preaching Chaplain at Whitehall occ. 4 Sept. 1791-1794 (Wh Pbk 1). Vac.
1795 (Ibid).

Douglas, Samuel Supernumerary Groom Cartaker 18 Feb. 1681 (HMC Ormonde, n.s. IV,
653). First Groom Cartaker 9 July 1684 (LS 13/254, f. 61). Vac. 6 Feb. 1685 on d. of
Charles II. Supernumerary Groom Cartaker 1 Feb. 1686 (LS 13/10, f. 15). Second Groom
Cartaker 24 Mar. 1687 (LS 13/10, f. 12). Vac. 11 Dec. 1688 on abd. of James II.

Douglas (Duglass), William Trumpeter 3 Oct. 1723 (LC 3/63, p. 295; LC 3/64, p. 75). D. by
4 Apr. 1754 (LC 3/65, p. 278).

Douse (Dowfe), John Yeoman of the Guard occ. 1694-1700 (Chamberlayne [1694] II, 252;

Douse, Joseph Yeoman of the Guard occ. 1691 (Hennell, p. 258). Vac. by 1694
(Chamberlayne [1694] II, 258).


Dowcott, Abraham *Sewer of the Chamber in Extraordinary* 6 Sept. 1661 (LC 3/26, f. 120). No further occ.

Dowling, Maurice M.G. *Gentleman Pensioner* Nov. 1825 (Curling, p. 273). Res. by Apr. 1831 (Ibid., p. 275).


Downe, Richard *Groom of the Chamber in Ordinary* without fee 24 Jan. 1670 (LC 3/26, f. 139v). No further occ.

Downe, Richard *Gentleman Pensioner in Extraordinary* 26 Feb. 1675 (Badminton MSS Fm H 2/4/1, f. 65v). No further occ.

Downes, --- *Chaplain in Ordinary* [1660] (LC 3/26, f. 32). No further occ.

Downes, Charles *Page of the Bedchamber* occ. 1788-1817 (*RK* [1888], p. 89; last occ. Ibid. [1817], p. 129). *State Page* occ. 1818-1821 (Ibid. [1818], p. 129; last occ. Ibid. [1821], p. 119). Vac. by 1822 (Ibid. [1822], p. 120).

Downes, Charles *Page of the Backstairs* 20 May 1812 (LC 3/68 f. 139). No further occ.


Dowsett, Henry [Second] Pages Man 28 February 1832 (LC 3/70, p. 70). No further occ.

Dowsing, John Gentleman of the Chapel Royal in Extraordinary 4 Dec. 1678 (Rimbault, p. 16). Ev. vac. 6 Feb. 1685 on d. of Charles II.

Dowson (Dawson), William Messenger occ. 1792-c. 1 May 1811 (RK [1792], p. 90). Messenger to the King occ. 1809-c. 1 May 1811 (Ibid. [1809], 127). D. by 1 May 1811 (LC 3/69, p. 128).

Dowson, William Waterman 22 Aug. 1718 (LC 3/63, p. 189). Vac. by 11 June 1727 on d. of George I.


Drake, Benjamin Groom of the Robes 18 Mar. 1689 (LC 3/31, p. 8). Vac. 8 Mar. 1702 on d. of William III.


Drake, Robert, jun. Storekeeper to the Stables 2 June 1766 (LS 13/203, f. 48). D. by 9 May 1788 (MOH WB 1, p. 64).


Draper, Sommerset  *Sewer 'in Ordinary' (w/o fee)* 8 Jan. 1670 (LC 3/26, f. 115v). No further occ.

Draper, William  *Groom of the Crown [Courser's or Great Horse] Stable* occ. Est. of 12 Mar. 1669-Est. of early 1685 (Dartmouth MSS ox D [w] 1778/v/132). Vac. 6 Feb. 1685 on d. of Charles II.

Drawater, James  *Groom of the Privy Chamber in Extraordinary* 2 Aug. 1663 (LC 3/26, f. 109). No further occ.


Dresins, John  *Messenger* occ. 1790-1795 (RK [1790], p. 90; last occ. ibid. [1795], p. 90). Vac. by 1796 (Ibid. [1796], pp. 89-90).


Drew (Drewe), George  *Locksmith [1660]* (LC 3/2, f. 28; see also LC 3/25, f. 87v; LC 3/37, f. 53v). Ev. vac. 6 Feb. 1685 on d. of Charles II.

Drew, George  *Apprentice to the Kitchen* pd. from 5 July 1825 to 10 July 1829 (LS 2/51-55). Vac. 11 July 1829 (LS 2/55).


Drew, John  *Groom of the Chamber 'in Ordinary without fee'* 8 July 1668 (LC 3/26, f. 138v). No further occ.

Drew, Joseph  *Groom of the Chamber 'in Ordinary without fee'* 8 Jan. 1667 (LC 3/26, f. 137v). No further occ.


Drummond see also Hay and Hay Drummond


Drurier (Drurye), George  *Groom of the Chamber in Ordinary without fee* 14 Dec. 1667 (LC 3/26, f. 138v; cert. renewed 29 Aug. 1672: LC 3/27, f. 15v). No further occ.


Du Peron, James  *Sergeant of the Carriages* 23 May 1690 (LS 13/198, f. 34). Vac. 8 Mar. 1702 on d. of William III.


du Pasquier (De Pasquier), Catherine  *Housekeeper at Kew* 10 June 1818 (LC 3/68, p. 192; LC 3/70, p.2; from RK [1835], p. 119 at Kew House). Last occ. 1840 (RK [1840], p. 120. Vac. by 1841 (Ibid. [1841], p. 12).

--Seamstress to the Prince Regent 5 Jan. 1819 (LC 3/68, p.189). No further occ


**Dudley**, ---  *Sewer ‘in Ordinary’ (w/o fee)* 26 Dec. 1671 (LC 3/26, f. 22). No further occ.


**Duffe**, John  *Chaplain* 22 Sept. 1686 (LC 3/30, f. 36v). Vac. 11 Dec. 1688 on abd. of James II.

**Duffey**, Patrick  *Groom of the Privy Chamber in Extraordinary* 21 June 1662 (LC 3/26, f. 109). No further occ.


**Dufour**, Mary  *Necessary Woman* 8 May 1753 (LC 3/65, p. 267; last occ. reap. 1761 LS 13/203, f. 21). No further occ.

**Duhainell**, Richard  *Sewer ‘in Ordinary’ (w/o fee)* 19 June 1673 (LC 3/27, f. 22). No further occ.


**Duke**, James  *Groom of the Scullery* occ. 1660 (MS Carte 59, f. 124). No further occ.


Dummer, Thomas  *Yeoman Tailor and Portitor of the Great Wardrobe* 20 Nov. 1706 (LC 5/166, p. 190). Vac. 1 Aug. 1714 on d. of Anne.

Dunbarton, George (Douglas) 1st Earl of  *Gentleman of Bedchamber* 9 July 1687 (*CSPD 1687-9*, p. 26(130)). Vac. 11 Dec. 1688 on abd. of James II.

Duncan, Andrew  *Physician in Extraordinary to the Person* first occ. 1816 (*RK* [1816], p. 130). Vac. 29 Jan. 1820 on d. of George III.


Dunch, Elizabeth  *Keeper of the Orchard Gate in Channel Row* 9 Oct. 1727 (LC 3/64, p. 115). No further occ.


Duncomb, William  Groom of the Vestry 14 May 1719 (LS 13/200, f. 47v; LS 13/201, f. 15). D. by 1 July 1730  (LS 13/201, f. 44; NCB, p. 57).

Duncombe, John  Groom of the Robes 20 June 1660 (LC 3/24, f. 21). D. by 30 June 1660 (Ibid.).

Duncombe, William  Equerry 6 July 1702 (LS 13/199, f. 3). Vac. 1 Aug. 1714 on d. of Anne.


Dundas, William  Apothecary to the Household at Kew vac. by 9 July 1812 (LC 3/68, p. 144).

Dungate, Stephen  Footman 1 May 1754 (LS 13/202, f. 15). Vac. 25 Oct. 1760 on d. of George II.


Dunkin, John  Messenger in Extraordinary 12 Mar. 1662 (LC 3/26, f. 130v). Messenger of the Chamber in Ordinary w/o Fee cert. renewed 5 May 1672 (LC 3/27, f. 32). No further occ.


Dunne (?Dummer), –  Physician in Ordinary Supernumerary’ [‘& first in Chymistrey’] 18 June 1660 (LC 3/2, f. 23v; LC 3/25, f. 51; sl LC 3/26, f. 141). No further occ.
Dunstall, John  *Groom of the Chamber in Ordinary* without fee' 14 Feb. 1668 (LC 3/26, f. 138v). No further occ.


Dunyan, John  *Groom of the Great Chamber in Ordinary* [w/o fee] 2 Aug. 1671 (LC 3/27, f. 13). No further occ.


Duppa, Thomas  *Groom of the Privy Chamber* 28 Mar. 1689 (LC 3/31, p. 27). Vac. 8 Mar. 1702 on d. of William III.


Dupuis, John  *Child of the Chapel Royal* voice changed by 17 Dec 1771 (LC 5/30, p. 48).


Duquesne, V. R.  *Preaching Chaplain at Whitehall* occ. 2 June 1751-1752 (Wh Pbk 1). Vac. 1753 (Ibid.).

Durant, Daniel  *First Groom of the Kitchen* 1 July 1727 (LS 13/263, f. 30v).  *Fourth Yeoman of the Kitchen* 1 July 1729 (Ibid., f. 38v).  *Third Yeoman of the Kitchen* 1 Aug. 1748


Durant de Brévall, Francois  *Chaplain in Ordinary* 7 Nov. 1670 (LC 3/26, f. 33). No further occ.

Durdant, Charles  *Sewer of the Chamber in Ordinary without fee* 11 Aug. 1669 (LC 3/26, f. 123). No further occ.

Durell see also Evans

Durell, Henry  *Clerk of the Pastry* 13 Nov. 1691 (LS 13/257, p. 95). Vac. 8 Mar. 1702 on d. of William III.


Dureman (Deerman), Hans (Hauthe)  *Groom of the Hunting Stable* 25 May 1690 (LS 13/198, f. 34v). Vac. 8 Mar. 1702 on d. of William III.

Durham, Bishops of see Butler, John; Crew, Hon. Nathaniel; Talbot, William


Dusable, Pierre Groom of the Chamber in Ordinary without fee' 27 Oct. 1670 (LC 3/26, f. 140). No further occ.


Dutton, Richard Gentleman Pensioner in Extraordinary 27 Mar. 1662 (Badminton MSS Fm H 2/4/1, f. 63v). No further occ.

Duval, --- *Deputy Preacher* (to Mr. Rocheblave) *of the French Chapel* occ. 1753-1763 (*CCR* [1753], p. 84; last occ. ibid. [1763], p. 84). Position abolished by 1764 (*CCK* [1764], p. 97).


Dyer (Tyer), George *Undermarshal* 10 Mar. 1815 (LS 13/204, ff. 96v-97). Pd. To 1 May 1838 (LS 2/64, p. 4).


Dymblebye, William *Groom of the Chamber 'in Ordinary without fee'* 5 June 1668 (LC 3/26, f. 138v). No further occ.


Dyson, Jeremiah  *Assistant Clerk of the Household*  6 July 1785 (LS 13/204, f. 27).  Ret. by 6 Jan. 1814 (LS 13/267, f. 73v).


Dythorp, Thomas  *Yeoman of the Guard*  occ. Est. of 20 Aug. 1667 (Hennell, p. 257). Vac. by Est. of c. 1673-78 (LC 3/24, f. 27).